We are fortunate to feature voice treatment exercises from three experienced Speech-Language Pathologists who specialize in voice therapy in this issue of the Voice Foundation Newsletter, “Clinical Tools for your Voice Box.” Christina Kang, Joanna Lott, and Nandhu Radhakrishnan graciously accepted the difficult task of writing out voice treatment exercises that are best expressed, of course, vocally. While treatment plans are highly personal, there are universal exercises that can address the core principles of voice rehabilitation. Christina, Joanna, and Nandhu have provided clear objectives and detailed descriptions of their treatments in hope that you and your patients may add another tool in the “voice box” of exercises that lead to enhanced communication and quality of life.
Objective: Use of motor learning principle to unload laryngeal tension during singing.

Description: Long-term retention of ease and clarity in vocal production that is achieved in resonant “speaking” voice can be effectively incorporated into singing voice rehabilitation by utilizing the Motor Learning Principle.

As a Speech-Language Pathologist and a Singing Voice Specialist, it is common to treat patients who do not engage in optimal coordination of the phonatory subsystems: respiratory, phonation, and resonance. Patients may be professional singers, or just enjoy singing as a hobby. They often present with altered vocal function characterized by complaints including vocal strain, vocal fatigue, reduce pitch and or loudness range, difficulty with register transition, voice breaks, pitch instability, and odynophonia, to name a few. The symptoms apply to both in speaking and singing voice.

Whether the patients need surgical intervention or not, voice rehabilitation is an integral part of the care protocol. Much of the time, the goal of the voice rehabilitation involves unloading of the acquired laryngeal muscle tension, oral tone focus sound production, and vocal hygiene. Some of the most effective evidence-based physiological approaches include Resonant Voice Therapy, Vocal Function Exercises, Circumlaryngeal Massage, and Semi-Occluded Vocal Tract Exercises.

All of these techniques mentioned are effective for both speaking and singing voice rehabilitation. However, some patients require further guidance in incorporating the newly acquired vocal technique into singing voice. It is this author’s opinion that long-term retention of ease and clarity in vocal production that is achieved with resonant speaking voice can be effectively incorporated into singing voice. Although the approach is best demonstrated in person, I will do my best to describe the process.

I focus on speaking voice therapy first by using a combination of the physiological voice therapy ap-
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proaches best suited for the patient.

Once the patient is consistently producing spontaneous resonant speech, I introduce pitch range navigation exercises. I use the metaphor of differently sized houses, explaining that each pitch has a “house” inside the vocal tract that is appropriate for that pitch. They have to let the house sizes change from pitch to pitch, one vowel to another. This has been useful in helping patients in letting go of their desire to control each note with laryngeal and vocal tract tension.

I start with lip, tongue trills, /m/ chanting, or resonant voice syllables while emphasizing balanced phonatory onset. This is accomplished with the use of motor learning principle focusing “outcome” rather than the “process.” The singer is asked to put a fist out in front of his or her face, and visualize that the sound is inside of the fist. The singer phonates by letting go of the sound from the fist. This psychological game helps the singer focus on the outcome rather than the process of phonation. The next trial is to phonate without the hand gesture and note any physical difference between phonating with the gesture and without. Repeat until the singer is proficient in resonant phonatory onset. Patients must understand that the goal is to focus on the feel of resonant voice even in singing.

Once the singer can produce a resonant voice onset, we move on to pitch range navigation in small interval increment. This is achieved by putting a hand right in front of the lips as if the singer is about to turn a knob away from the lips. After a balanced onset, the singer turns the knob away from the lips as she changes pitch, simultaneously with the turning motion of the hand. As with the previous exercise, the patient focuses on the hand rather than the throat. The ease of voice should be the same whether the singer is singing the intervals of half step, major 3rd, fifth or an octave. I prefer to start with small intervals so that the singer can perceive the physical difference in comfortable range before raising the task difficulty. There are much to be negotiated physically in pitch range navigation as subglottic pressure must be adjusted masterfully. Once the pitch is produced in resonant voice, the right amount of subglottic pressure is engaged. Now the key is to maintain that engagement and adjust to the newly required subglottic pressure without unwanted laryngeal and/or vocal tract muscle tension. Now the exercises can be transitioned into triads, arpeggios, and musical phrases.

In my clinical experience, the concepts explained above can be executed at all skill levels and genres of singing.
MODIFIED VOCAL FUNCTION EXERCISES

Nandhu Radhakrishnan, PhD, CCC-SLP

Objective: The objective of this exercise regime is similar to vocal function exercises. My target is to engage the larynx without increasing tension, improve physiological frequency range, enhance vocal economy without any strain, increase endurance by coordinating airflow and glottal adduction, and to improve vocal endurance and strength. This physiologic exercise enhances the overall balance of the subsystems involved in voice production (respiration, phonation, and resonance).

Vocal Function Exercises (VFE), by Joe Stemple, have been widely used and reported in the literature after publication of the first study (Stemple, Lee, D’Amico & Pickup, 1994). The strategic protocol and the rationale behind the eight steps involved appear logical and relate well with exercise physiology. In my practice and experience from supervising graduate clinicians I have noticed patients from the geriatric and vocally untrained group facing difficulty in observing key concepts like frontal focus, lip buzz, and musical notes. Consequently, I have had patients not able to practice them as homework. To overcome this situation without sacrificing the exercise regimen, I modified the instructions to enable these patients understand and follow these eight steps (Radhakrishnan and Scheidt, 2012). Below is a table comparing VFE to modified VFE.

(Continued on page 5)
### MODIFIED VOCAL FUNCTION EXERCISES (CONTINUED)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vocal Function Exercises</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued from page 4)  

Special instructions for VFE:  
Frontal focus during warm-up, active lip-buzz during stretching, contracting, and power building steps.  

Modified VFE: Use a straw that has a diameter of a ball-pen refill.  

Both these exercises have shown comparable results in my experience indicating that the modified version did not diminish the goals of VFE. Reflections from patients’ practice have shown compliance to these modified exercises because they are easier to remember and associate.  

References:  
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Objective: To understand the use of ng-siren to discourage poor habitual breathing patterns and improve coordination of breath with voice resulting in improved vocal quality and efficiency in singers wishing to return to choir.

Recently, my caseload has been disproportionately women over 65 who have faced a set-back related to muscle tension dysphonia, mild glottic insufficiency, or both. For all of these women, the goal is to sing in the choir again. Complaints include vocal instability, loss of range, difficulty getting loud, increased effort and vocal fatigue. For these patients, my go-to therapy tool, especially when it is time to address the singing voice, has been the “ng” siren.

I find the “ng” siren to be a great tool to repair poor habits related to breathing in adult singers. None of my current caseload had ever had a voice lesson, but all felt 100% confident in one rule – sing from the diaphragm. Each of these singers displayed a well ingrained habit of taking in a large volume of air, with little to no regard for what came next (phrase length, loudness, quality, etc). Then, the rule on the exhalation, without fail, was to push the air out with the abdominal muscles (and sometimes the hands). The result: over-breathing and overblowing, yielding poor vocal quality and efficiency.

The ng-siren is introduced, allowing the patient to notice several things: 1) greater endurance, 2) greater vocal stability, and 3) access to broader range. What they might not notice, but what is arguably most important: the patient starts adjusting the breath to meet the needs of the target sound. This happens without the clinician directly addressing a change to the breathing. The target for the siren is soft, but not breathy. If the patient overblows the siren, it will become breathy or loud.

Ng siren is easy to teach. It should sound like a siren, meaning there is no set interval or beginning middle end that the patient might be expecting – it’s just gliding through the range on the sound “ng.” The hardest thing can be getting the patient to sustain the “ng” sound, because it’s not something we usually sustain. Simply have the patient say the word “sing” and sustain the “ng” sound at the end. I instruct them to use a “soft, but not breathy” quality.

(Continued on page 9)
Another important point to make is to allow the voice to sound different from the patient’s habitual singing or speaking voice. Sometimes the voice will break within the first few moments of the siren, causing the patient to stop and say, “I guess I’m not doing it right.” I encourage the patient to let the voice break, using it as an opportunity to explore and repair the “glitches” in the voice. I call this the Loop-de-loop.

In the loop-de-loop with the siren, the patient notices a break, and revisits that part of the range making subtle adjustments until the break resolves. This also helps the patient understand the relationship between the breath and the voice, introducing a new relationship that involves coordination of the mechanisms within the system, rather than breath as the main driver for voice.

My knowledge and understanding of the “ng” siren comes from Estill Voice Training, but I don’t think the patient has to know Estill to achieve this target sound and the vocal ease that comes with it. There is effort involved, in the soft palate and the occipital region, but if the effort is targeted and specific it can release unwanted tension.

I also love that the siren can be practiced so quietly, making it a much more accessible practice exercise than some others.

“I also love that the siren can be practiced so quietly, making it a much more accessible practice exercise than some others.”

My instructions for practicing the ng-siren: Using a soft, but not breathy voice, glide on the ng sound throughout your range. The goal is an easy feeling in the throat, but you may feel effort in the roof of the mouth and the back of the neck. Avoid practice scales or intervals – let this be free and fun. Siren for as long as you can on one breath. Siren a little higher or lower each time, as is comfortable for you. Siren through your favorite song and notice when old habits try to kick in, changing the quality or where you feel the effort. Allow your voice to sound different – even what you would consider bad or wrong. Just play.
Reri Grist
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